State Horse Contests

Horse Bowl, Hippology, Horse Public Speaking, Horse Individual and Team Presentation

Qualifying Event for 2019 Western National Roundup

Coconino County Horse Council will be hosting the events in Flagstaff, AZ

- **Who can compete**: 4-H members who are enrolled in a Horse Project for the 2017 -2018 4-H year and have met their county requirements to attend the State competition
- For this inaugural event we welcome members to compete in multiple contests
  - Senior contests are WNR qualifying events
  - Junior contests are offered as an opportunity to gain experience

- **Saturday July 21**, Presentations beginning at 8 a.m. (Individual and Team) followed by Hippology
- **Sunday July 22**, Horse Bowl beginning at 8 a.m. followed by Public Speaking
- Fun group activity on Saturday evening

**Accommodations**:  
Host Families available:  
*But don’t delay .....Host family options will be available first come first serve*

**Multiple Hotels in the area**

**Registration information**:  
will be available in May

**Event Location**: 4000 N Cummings St., Flagstaff, AZ 86004

For questions please email: kimhorn@email.arizona.edu
State Contest awards will be given to top 6 places in Public Speaking, Individual and Team Presentation

State Contest awards will be given for High Scoring Teams and top 10 over all individuals in Horse Bowl and Hippology.

**WNR Team Selection**

**IMPORTANT:** Western National Roundup

Competition teams for Hippology (4 members) and Horse Bowl (4 team members and 1 alternate) will be made up from the overall high scores earned by individuals in each contest. If one of these members are not able to attend Denver the next high scoring competitor will be notified, this process will continue until the teams are filled.

Top 10 competitors from Hippology and Horse Bowl will be invited to participate in study groups and a minimum of 10 practice sessions to prepare for national competition (these will be a combination of in-person, online or web meeting).

The contests will be run according to Western National Roundup Rules:
The rules can be found at the following link:

http://westernnationalroundup.org/contestshorse.aspx

Would you like to be considered for a state coach position? Coaches are needed for Horse Bowl and Hippology! As Coach, you need to be willing to commit to:

1. Prepare and distribute study material
2. Hold a minimum of 10 practice sessions (via a combination of in-person, online or web meeting)

Registration Fees:

- Horse Bowl or Hippology Team..........................$25.00
- Team Presentation.............................................$10.00
- Individual......................................................$ 7.50
- Lunch is expected to be $7.00 and will be available pre-purchase only